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Abstract--Large impact basins are natural drill holes into the Moon, and their ejecta carries unique
information about the rock types and stratigraphy of the lunar crust. We have conducted an electron
microprobe study of mineral fragments in the poikilitic melt breccias collected from the Taurus Mountains
at the Apollo 17 landing site. These breccias are virtually unanimously agreed to be impact melt produced
in the Serenitatis impact event. They contain lithic fragments and much more abundant mineral fragments
of crustal origin. We have made precise microprobe analyses of minor element abundances in fi'agments
of olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase to provide new information on the possible source rocks and the
crustal stratigraphy in the Serenitatis region. These data were also intended to elucidate the nature of
the cryptic geochemical component in breccias such as these with low-K Fra Mauro basalt compositions.
We chose the finest-grained (i.e., most rapidly quenched) breccias for study, to avoid reacted and partly
assimilated fragments as much as possible.
Most of the mineral fragments appear to have been derived from rocks that would fall into the pristine
igneous Mg-suite as represented by lithic fragments in the Apollo collection, or reasonable extensions
of it. Gabbroic rocks were more abundant in the target stratigraphy than is apparent from the Apollo
sample collection. Some pyroxene and plagioclase, but probably not much olivine, could be derived
from feldspathic granulites, which are metamorphosed polymict breccias. Some mineral fragments are
from previously unknown rocks. These include highly magnesian olivines (up to Fo94), possibly volcanic
in origin, that exacerbate the difficulty in explaining highly magnesian rocks in the lunar crust. It appears
that some part of the lunar interior has an mg*[= 100 × Mg/(Mg/Fe) atomic] greater than the
conventional bulk Moon value of 80-84. Other volcanic rocks, including mare basalts, and rapidly-
cooled impact melt rocks do not contribute significantly to the fragment population. Nor do ferroan
anorthosites contribute more than a tiny part of even the plagioclase fragment population. A few mineral
fragments that are consistent with the cryptic low-K Fra Mauro chemical component were found, and
these appear to be from gabbroic sources. The mineral fragment populations cannot be mixed in their
observed proportions to produce the whole rock composition, because the fragments are more refractory
and deficient in Ti, P, and alkalis. A preferential contribution to the melt from a rock similar to sodic
ferrogabbro can partly resolve the discrepancy.
The population of mineral fragments requires a very diverse population of igenous rocks that are not
all related to each other, demonstrating the existence of a complex crust built of numerous separate
igneous plutons. Many of these plutons may have crystallized at shallow depths. The chemical composi-
tion of the melt breccias, in combination with the mineral fragment data and an understanding of the
cratering process, suggests that the deepest crust sampled by the Serenitatis impact (not necessarily the
deepest crust) was basaltic in composition, including KREEP and gabbroic rocks like sodic ferrogabbro,
and lacking abundant olivine-rich material. These were overlain by Mg-suite rocks of varied types,
including norites and troctolites that supplied most of the olivine mineral fragments. Granulites, which
are metamorphosed and more feldspathic breccias, were abundant near the surface. Remote sensing
indicates that the entire Serenitatis region lacks ferroan anorthosite, consistent with the results of our
study. Copyright © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd
1. INTRODUCTION
Lunar basins are natural drill holes into the crust. This allows
us, at least in principle, to unravel the stratigraphy of the
crust by detailed studies of impact melts produced during
basin-forming events. The poikilitic melt breccias that form
a chemical cluster and dominate the samples from the Taurus
Mountains collected on the Apollo 17 mission (AFGIT,
1973 ) are unique in that there is some certainty, and certainly
virtual unanimity of opinion, as to their origin: the Serenitatis
impact (Simonds, 1975; Winzer et al., 1977; Spudis and
Ryder, 1981; Wilhelms 1987; and others). No one has of-
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fered any reasonable alternative origin. An origin as Imbrium
impact melt samples (Rockow and Haskin, 1996) is incon-
sistent with the inferred age of Imbrium as probably no
older than 3.836 Ga (Dalrymple and Ryder, 1993) and the
crystallization age of the Apollo 17 poikilitic melt breccias
as 3.893 _+0.009 (l_r) Ga (Da|rymple and Ryder, 1996a,b).
The geological context of the Apollo 17 poikilitic melt
breccias is dependent on identification and interpretation of
the ring structures of the Serenitatis basin (Fig. 1 ). Opinion
on both has varied widely (Spudis, 1993), but there is rea-
sonable agreement that the Taurus massifs at the landing site
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970022566 2020-06-16T02:30:47+00:00Z
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Fig. I. Oblique view of the eastern rim of the Serenitatis basin
from the south. Scale bar is about 50 km and applies to the southern
proximal part. The image shows some postulated ring positions in
the vicinity of the Apollo 17 landing site in the Taurus-Littrow valley
(A). Solid lines from Reed and Wolfe (1975), Wolfe and Reed
(1976) and Wolfe et al. (1981). Short-dash line from Wilhelms and
McCauley ( 1971 ). Long-dash lines from Head (1979). Double line
from Scott (1974). The Apollo 17 landing site falls outside the
topographically prominent mare-highland boundary of the Sereni-
tails basin which is the lava-covered region in the west (left) part
of the image. The main topographic rim in turn falls at or outside
the transient cavity according to most interpretations. NASA Apollo
photograph AS-17-M-0938.
lie just outside the main basin topographic rim and thus
outside the transient cavity of Serenitatis (e.g., Head, 1979).
If so, the samples are not part of a coherent melt sheet that
lined the basin but instead melt that exited the transient
cavity, presumably by outward flow or spilling (Fig. 2).
Such an origin is consistent with their petrography: They are
fine-grained and fragment-bearing and occur in texturally
heterogeneous units within boulders (Simonds, 1975). For
the rest of this paper, these poikilitic samples will be referred
to as Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccias.
The Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccia samples have a
range of petrographic textures and grain sizes (even coexist-
ing within single boulders), but all contain lithic and mineral
fragments (Figs. 3, 4); none is a coarse-grained fragment-
free melt (Simonds, 1975; Spudis and Ryder, 1981). The
few large lithic fragments include dunite, troctolite, norite,
and other types of igneous rock, as well as feldspathic granu-
lites. Lithic fragments of ferroan anorthosite are conspicu-
ously absent, and even absent from all but sub-centimeter
rock fragments at the Apollo 17 landing site (Warren et al.,
1991; Warren, 1993; Jolliff et al., 1996). Mare basalts and
other volcanic rock types as well as older impact melt brec-
cias and other near-surface rocks, such as regolith breccias,
appear to be rare if not absent as lithic fragments in the
Serenitatis melt breccias.
Mineral fragments in the Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt brec-
cias far outnumber the lithic fragments. Conceivably, the
mineral and lithic fragments each preferentially represent
different parts of the excavated zones. Several studies have
shown the ranges of major element compositions of silicate
mineral fragments within and among these melt breccias
(e.g., Simonds, 1975; Chao et al., 1975; Dymek et al., 1976).
Little attention has been paid to the minor element abun-
dances in the silicate mineral fragments that may be more
sensitive to the chemical and physical environment in which
their protoliths originally formed. Varied volcanic and plu-
tonic environments, and subsequent subsolidus cooling and
metamorphism, produce varied minor element abundances
in particular minerals that can be used to better characterize
and identify the source rocks of silicate mineral fragments
in breccias than can major element characteristics of the
minerals alone.
In this study, we have acquired abundant major and minor
element chemical compositions of olivine, pyroxene, and
plagioclase fragments in melt breccias formed in the Sereni-
tatis impact event to characterize the crustal rocks in the
vicinity of the target area (Ryder,1984a; Norman et al.,
1992). We use these compositions to characterize the rock
types in their sources. We have previously tested the method
on samples of terrestrial impact melt from the Mistastin Lake
structure in Canada ( McCormick et al., 1989 ). The Mistastin
Lake structure is about 28 km in diameter, has a homoge-
neous melt sheet exposed at several places around the crater
rim, and has a fairly simple target stratigraphy (Grieve,
1975). We have also applied the method to black and white
melt breccia samples 15445 and 15455 collected on the
Apollo 15 mission (Spudis et al., 1991 ) that are strong candi-
dates for Imbrium melt breccias (Ryder and Bower, 1977 ).
By integrating our Apollo 17 mineral fragment data with
other information about the crust, both regionally and glob-
ally, and by comparing the results with those for known rock
types and the Apollo 15 melt breccias, we expect to shed
light on crustal stratigraphy and origin of the lithologic com-
ponents in the Serenitatis region.
2. MINOR ELEMENT ABUNDANCES
AND ROCK TYPES
The major element compositions of silicate minerals on
the Moon are determined first by crystallization from indige-
nous igneous (volcanic or plutonic) melts or impact melts.
and secondly by any subsolidus equilibration or subsequent
metamorphism. The major element compositions are com-
monly not distinctive and certainly not diagnostic of particu-
lar parent rocks, particularly those minerals that are domi-
nantly binary, such as olivine and plagioclase. For more
complex minerals, such as pyroxene, the major element com-
positions can be more informative as to cooling rates and
thus crystallization environment of the igneous rock, or sub-
sequent metamorphism, because of the variety of crystal
structures, possible ionic substitutions, and exsolutions (e.g.,
Boyd and Brown, 1969; Papike et al., 1991; McCallum and
O'Brien, 1995). While the presence and nature of major-
element variation (i.e., zoning) of silicate minerals can be
informative, many mineral fragments in breccias are too
small for its recognition and characterization.
Minor element abundances in the silicate minerals provide
more diagnostic information of the physical or chemical envi-
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ronments, or both, of the igneous parent. For instance, volcanic
olivines have higher CaO contents than do plutonic olivines
(Simkin and Smith, 1970), and lunar volcanic plagioclases
have higher FeO abundances than do plutonic plagioclases
(Longhi et al., 1976). Thus, the meteorite Nakhla can be con-
fidently identified as a volcanic rock on the basis of the high
CaO content in its olivines alone, consistent with the zoning
patterns and compositions of the other minerals and the petrog-
raphy of the rock. Although the detailed mechanisms and un-
derlying causes behind particular element abundances might
be complicated and even unknown (for instance, whether the
low FeO abundance of lunar plutonic plagioclase is a primary
or metamorphic effect), abundances of the minor dements in
the silicate minerals at least allow an empirical discrimination
among possible source rocks. Among terrestrial rocks, for in-
stance, olivines from komatiites can be distinguished from all
other olivines on the basis of their high Cr203 abundances
(Renner et al., 1994). Investigation of minor elements in sili-
cate minerals in lunar rocks has elucidated their origins (e.g.,
Bence and Papike, 1972; Smith, 1974; Steele and Smith, 1975;
Longhi et al., 1976). The same sorts of inference can be made
for discrete mineral fragments in melt breccias.
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Fig. 2. (a) Model for generation of a large impact structure and its ejecta production and emplacement. The Apollo
17 landing site, shown relative to the Serenitatis basin, lies outside the transient cavity and the melt rocks collected
there were not part of a continuous melt sheet that is (presumably) within the main cavity. They are instead from a
spillover of some kind. Comparative locations for the Apollo 14 and Apollo 15 sites are relative to the lmbrium basin.
(Modified from Spudis, 1993). Ib) Relation of Apollo 17 and other highland landing sites to a hypothetical basin
structure, showing ejects types. Apollo 17 site is shown relative to the Serenitatis basin. Comparative locations for
the Apollo 14, Apollo 15, and Apollo 16 sites are shown relative to the lmbrium basin. (Modified from Spudis,
1993 ).
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Fig. 3. Poikilitic melt breccia 72435 prior to any dissection, show-
ing prominent clasts, mainly angular, in a fine-grained, irregularly
vesicular melt phase. Scale bar and cube side is 1 cm. NASA JSC
photograph S-73-16187.
Minerals crystallized from impact melts behave similarly
to those in igneous rocks. Impact melts are emplaced at or
near the surface, and, thus, except for hypothesized very
large-scale melts, cool quickly and reproduce mineral fea-
tures similar to those in volcanic rocks. Thus even fragment-
poor, crystalline impact melts such as 68415 have fairly fine
grain sizes, their pyroxenes are in the forbidden region of
the quadrilateral, and their olivines (if present) have high
calcium (e.g., Helz and Appleman, 1973). Metamorphism,
such as that which produced the lunar feldspathic granulites,
changes the mineral compositions including minor elements,
and reduces or eliminates zoning in grains and differences
among grains. Thus calcium in olivines in feldspathic granu-
lites is much lower than in volcanic rocks, but tends to be
higher than in olivines in true plutonic igneous rocks (e.g.,
Cushing et al., 1997).
3. MINERAL FRAGMENTS, REACTION,
AND SAMPLE SELECTION
Mineral fragments immersed in melt breccias react with
the melt (e.g., Thornber and Huebner, 1980). In an extreme
case, all mineral fragments are resorbed and annihilated. In
the Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccias, mineral-melt reac-
tions in coarse-grained samples have reduced and distorted
the original mineral population. Pyroxenes have been prefer-
entially digested such that in many samples little fragmental
pyroxene is present at all, and iron-rich mafic minerals and
sodium-rich plagioclases are rare (e.g., Simonds, 1975; Dy-
mek et al., 1976). Both pyroxenes and olivines are digested
more than the plagioclases. Mineral reaction that modified
at least the major element compositions is extensive in those
samples with a coarser-grained groundmass, e.g., in sample
76015, olivines are zoned in Mg-Fe by reaction up to at least
750 pm into mineral fragments (Ryder, 1984a) ; plagioclases
show considerably less reaction effect. In the present study
we have concentrated our efforts on melt breccias that have
a finer-grained groundmass, but even in these the smallest
fragmental grains show some zoning caused by reaction with
the melt (i.e., the zoning is concentric in the grain as it now
is, not crosscut as relict zoning ) ( Fig. 5 ). None of the Apollo
17 Serenitatis melt breccia samples is as fine-grained as the
Apollo 15 black and white melt breccias, and so this reaction
problem is more extensive in the former.
We have analyzed mainly the larger grains in the Sereni-
tatis melt breccias but have also analyzed many small grains
to investigate possible zoning and reaction and to find out
the composition of groundmass grains (i.e., those crystal-
lized from the impact melt itself) towards which reactions
would proceed. To avoid analytical artifacts such as second-
ary fluorescence and edge effects, we analyzed points at least
15 /zm from grain boundaries (see Microprobe methods),
and, thus, grains smaller than about 30 #m were analyzed
only to assess what the equilibrium composition would be.
Few individual mineral grains are as large as a millimeter,
and most of the fragments analyzed are between 50 and 300
pm across.
We chose to study samples 72435, 76035, 76295, 76315,
and 77115, which are among the finest-grained and most
fragment-rich of the Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccias.
All these samples are petrographically and chemically well-
characterized; descriptions are available in the Apollo 17
sample catalogs (Ryder, 1993; Meyer, 1994). All but 76035
were chipped from boulders ranging from one meter to many
meters in long dimension. Some of the fragmental grains
analyzed are angular and others are well-rounded; some
show evident shock features, and others appear homoge-
neously crystalline. Such features reflect varied differences
in the histories of fragments prior to and after being im-
mersed in the melt but have not been used to distinguish
populations in this study.
4. ELECTRON MICROPROBE METHODS
The data used in this paper were acquired with electron micro-
probes over a period of years and with some variation in analytical
conditions, standards, and operators, at the Universitat MUnster, the
Johnson Space Center, and the University of Hawaii. In nearly all
cases, the beam current was in the range of 20-50 nA, the accelerat-
ing potential was 15 keV, and data were reduced using ZAF correc-
tions. The counting time varied according to the counting statistics
required. In almost all cases a focussed beam with a diameter of 2-
3/am was used. For some of the plagioclase analyses, the beam was
rastered over a 10 or 20/am square area, but comparative analyses
using a stationary beam showed no significant Na loss. A variety of
standards was used, including natural minerals and synthetic glasses,
as appropriate for the element and phase being analyzed. Particular
attention was paid to obtaining the appropriately-placed background
counts that are crucial to accuracy if not to precision. Representative
analyses for olivines, pyroxenes, and plagioclases are given in Tables
1-3, respectively.
For olivine fragments, we analyzed Mg, Fe, Mn, and Si using
count times of 10-25 sec. We used longer count times on peaks
and backgrounds for the minor elements AI, Ti, Ca, and Cr, typically
40 -120 sec. Our conditions usually resulted in analytical precision
of about 0.01-0.02 wt% (absolute) for the minor elements, ac-
cording to counting statistics and to repeat analyses. There is a
potential analytical problem for the important element Ca from sec-
ondary fluorescing of adjacent phases. Empirical data and analysis
of Dalton and Lane (1996) shows that for our conditions and phases,
and analyzing at least 15/am from any grain boundaries, secondary
fluorescence will not have increased the calculated abundances of
Ca in any olivine by more than 0.01 wt%. That is less than or
similar to the counting uncertainties and of no consequence for our
inferences. In some runs Ni was analyzed but not at a sufficient
counting time to provide better uncertainties than upper limits of a
few hundred ppm; no olivines were found that had Ni detectable at
such abundances. Replicate analyses were made on many olivine
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Fig. 5. ( a ) Backscattered electron image of thin section 76035,27.
Long scale bar is 100 pm. Darkest gray, unrimmed fragments are
plagioclases. Other gray fragments with paler-gray ( more iron-rich )
reaction rims are olivines. Groundmass consists of small plagioclases
and olivine fragments (re-equilibrated) and a plagioclase-pyroxene-
melt phase. Black areas are holes and cracks in the thin section. ( b I
Photomicrograph of thin section 76035,27, showing zoned plagio-
clase fragment with overgrowth rim of groundmass plagioclase.
Crossed polarizers, about 200pro width of \Jew.
points and more than one analysis on many individual fragments.
To assess consistency, accuracy, and precision, analyses of the well-
characterized and homogeneous olivines from the Marjalahti and
Springwater pallasites were made under the same conditions during
the same runs. However, Cr appears to be somewhat varied within
a given pallasite (Ryder, 1984b).
For pyroxene fragments, we analyzed the same elements as for
olivine. The greater abundances of the elements AI, Ti. Ca. and Cr
in pyroxenes than in olivines obviated the actual need for such long
count times or such cautious background location to obtain the data,
but because olivines and pyroxenes were mainly analyzed in the
same run, the same conditions and count times were often used.
Many fewer pyroxenes than olivines are present in the samples, and
in some samples we did nol analyze pyroxenes.
For plagioclase fragments, we analyzed Si, Al, Ca, and Na in
routine fashion. We used longer count times on peaks and back-
Fig. 4. (a) Photomicrograph of thin seclion 72435,60. Crossed
polarizers. Widlh about 4 ram. Many small lithic fragments and
many more even smaller mineral fragments are visible in a fine-
grained groundmass. The plagioclase clast in middle left has a promi-
nent overgrowth rim. ( b} Photomicrograph of thin section 77115,55.
Crossed polarizers. Width about 2 mm. The sample contains abun-
dant small mineral and lithic clasts. Some olivine fragments have
reaction rims.
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Table 1. Representative analyses of olivine fragments in wt.%.
SecUcm 76295,81 77115,55 72435,59 77115,55 72435,59 77115,55 72435,59 76315,10
Petnt 8 41 1 26 83 46 9 24
SIO_ 37.4 37.0 37.9 38.6 39.0 38.7 38.9 40.5
TIO-a 0.044 0.089 0.051 0.012 0.051 0.026 0.016 0.027
Al2Oa 0.020 0.016 0.0IS 0.045 0.026 0.007
FeO 27.5 25.4 21.0 17.6 16.9 15.4 14.7 11.2
MnO 0.268 0.258 0.234 0.190 0.121 0.149 0.162 0.042
MgO 34.4 35.9 39.7 42.8 43.2 44.6 45.2 48.8
CaO 0.097 0.271 0.070 0.134 0.124 0.044 0.013 0.088
Cr.a.O:, 0.043 0.110 0.079 0.069 0.073 0.109 0.037 0.068
Sum 99.8 99.0 99.0 99.4 99.5 99.0 99.1 100.0
Fo tool % 69.0 71.6 77.1 81.2 82.0 83.8 84.5 80.6
77115,$5 76035,27 76035,27 76035,27
30 2 7 38
40.4 40.0 40.7 40.7
0.000 0.163 0.032 0.028
0.028 0.102 0.298 0.055
8.9 8.0 7.4 6.9
0.075 0.U0 0.088 0.086
49.9 50.9 51.0 52.2
0.079 0.109 0.185 0.043
0.129 0.175 0.040 0.129
99.5 99.6 99.8 100.1
90.9 91.9 92.5 93.1
grounds for the minor elements K, Fe, and Mg. Counting statistics
give uncertainties on the minor elements on the order of 0.01-
0.02 wt%, consistent with replicate analyses and analyses of pure
anorthite glass. Secondary fluorescence from adjacent phases, a
problem for Fe in plagioclase (Longhi et al., 1976), was minimized
by analyzing at least 50 _m from grain boundaries.
We made analyses of all three silicate phases in one representative
thin section of each sample, except for 72435 for which we used
two serial thin sections. The thin sections ranged in area from about
1 cm 2 to about 3 cm 2. We tried to analyze all of the fragments that
were larger than 50 #m in a thin section. In all, we made about four
hundred and fifty analyses of olivine, eighty analyses of pyroxene,
and four hundred analyses of plagioclase grains in these rocks, most
of which were petrographically obvious as fragments.
5. MINOR ELEMENT DATA IN
COMPARATIVE ROCKS
Bersch (1990) and Bersch et al. ( 1991 ) made high preci-
sion electron microprobe analyses for minor elements of
olivine and pyroxene in many lunar highlands igneous rocks.
Other reliable analyses for some minor elements in olivines
in such rocks have been made by Steele and Smith (1975),
Smith et al. (1980), and Ryder (1992a). We also compiled
our own unpublished data for olivines in lunar rocks, includ-
ing mare basalts.
While a wide variety of electron microprobe data is avail-
able for terrestrial olivines from varied rocks and environ-
ments, little of it is of adequate precision for most of the
minor elements. Simpkin and Smith (1970) reviewed micro-
probe data for CaO, and we culled some reliable data from
a number of papers published since then (e.g., Garcia, 1996,
and Baker et al., 1996, for basalts from Hawaii; Taylor et
al., 1994, for boninites; Renner et al., 1994, for komatiites;
and Donaldson, 1975a,b, for the hypabyssal Rhum intru-
sion). We analyzed olivines in several samples from the
Stillwater and Bushveld intrusions ourselves using the same
conditions as those for olivines in our Apollo 17 Serenitatis
melt breccias, to provide some reliable data on olivine from
plutonic rocks. Some data obtained using ion microprobe
techniques is available for mantle-derived olivines (e.g.,
Hervig et al., 1980; K_hler and Brey, 1990; Hauri and Hart,
1994). For pyroxenes in lunar and terrestrial rocks, a large
amount of reliable data is available because the abundances
of the minor elements of interest are great enough that special
conditions for analysis are not required.
The main source of data for minor elements in lunar pla-
gioclases is McGee (1993, and pers. commun.), who ana-
lyzed ferroan anorthosites, and Hansen et al. (1979), who
analyzed a variety of lunar igneous rocks. We could not use
much other published data for lunar plagioclases because
they are of unstated precision and the analyses were not
made with the intention of precise minor element determina-
tion. We also use our own unpublished data for a variety of
Mg-suite, KREEP, mare basalt, and anorthositic rocks. We
have not made comparisons with terrestrial rocks because
the different oxidation state of iron appears to be an im-
portant factor (Longhi et al., 1976), and because of the
grossly different ranges of Na content.
Few precise minor element data exist for minerals in lunar
rocks that are not endogenous igneous rocks, such as feld-
spathic granulites and crystalline impact melt rocks that are
coarse-grained enough to have been (in principle) the source
of mineral fragments analyzed in this study. However,
enough adequate data exists for some elements, such as CaO
in olivines, for the comparative purposes of the present study
(e.g., Helz and Appleman, 1973; Cushing et al., 1997).
6. DATA SELECTION AND PRESENTATION
This study has produced a large amount of data, creating
n-dimensional information. Representative individual spot
analyses are presented in Tables 1-3 (olivine, pyroxene,
and plagioclase, respectively). We present all the analyses
in the form of two-dimensional plots of individual minor
elements against the major element composition (e.g., mol%
Fo for olivines) of the phase. For pyroxenes we also plot
the data on the pyroxene quadrilateral on which the endmem-
bers are the pure Mg, Ca, and Fe components.
The Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccia data are drawn on
diagrams with the fields for lunar igneous rocks for compari-
son. Some of these plots show generalized fields for crystal-
line impact melts and feldspathic granulites from literature
data. We show comparative data for the Apollo ! 5 black
and white breccias that are strong candidates for Imbrium
melt breccia (Ryder and Bower, 1977) and for terrestrial
igneous rocks as appropriate. Replicated standards such as
Marjalahti olivine are shown to indicate analytical precision.
Different symbols are used for the different individual sam-
ples of Serenitatis melt breccia so that comparison can be
made among samples. The diagrams do not identify multiple
analyses on single grains, and they do not distinguish petro-
graphically different types of grains, such as shocked and
unshocked or angular and rounded.
Except for Fig. 6, we plot only analyses for grains larger
than 50 #m, and most are for grains larger than 100 _zm. In
Fig. 6, for sample 77115, analyses near grain edges (practi-
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Table 2. Representative analyses of pyroxene fragments in wt.%.
Section 76295,81 72435,60 76295,81 76315,108 72435,60 76295,81 76295,81 76315,108
Point 13 1 32 45 7 37 30 40
SIO2 56.1 53.4 50.7 55.0 50.5 50.2 53.3 53.4
TiO2 0.36 0.80 1.76 0.25 1.40 2.78 0.31 0.38
Al2Os 0.88 1.30 2.39 1.17 1.97 2.89 1.81 0.31
FeO 9.7 12.1 6.4 12.7 7.7 8.4 13.6 18.9
MnO 0.16 0.23 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.32 0.36
MgO 31.7 28.6 15.2 28.8 15.5 15.8 23.8 23.4
C-aO 0.70 1.91 20.54 1.42 21.44 18.39 5.77 2.66
Cr_O3 0.42 0.41 0.62 0.68 0.62 0.55 0.73 0.28
Sam 100.0 98.7 97.8 100.2 99.2 99.0 99.6 99.7
Mg' 85.3 80.9 80.8 80.2 78.2 77.1 75.8 68.9
Fat tool % 84.2 77.9 45.2 78.0 43.9 46.8 66.9 65,2
Wo mol % 1.3 3.7 44.0 2.8 43.8 39.3 11.7 5.3
Fs mol % 14.5 18.4 10.8 19.2 12.2 13.9 21.4 29.5
77115,55 72435,60 72435,60 76295,81
54 10 3 38
51.1 50.4 49.7 51.8
0.46 0.55 1.46 0.89
1.56 0.83 1.87 1.50
18.0 20.3 15.5 16.6
0.32 0.34 0.26 0.27
19.9 20.8 13.9 13.3
6.70 5.88 15.76 16.42
0.69 0.38 0.53 0.54
98.8 99.4 99.0 101.3
66.4 64.7 61.6 58.9
57.2 57.2 41.0 38.7
13.8 11.6 33.3 34.3
29.0 31.2 25.6 27.0
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cally, 25-50 pro), analyses of grains smaller than 50 #m,
and analyses of grains in three size classes larger than 50
#m are distinguished. Some olivine grains in the 50-100
/lm range, as well as some near-edge analyses, are magnesian
and did not significantly equilibrate their Mg-Fe towards the
groundmass composition, as represented by the tiniest grains.
Chao et al. (19751 found reaction/partial re-equilibration
for Mg-Fe in rims about 30 pm wide on olivine fragments
from this rock, with the very edge approaching the ground-
mass composition. Some small olivine fragments in our brec-
cias, both Fe- and Mg-rich, have low Ca and Cr contents
and are not equilibrated to the groundnlass composition.
While the Ti and AI data are by themselves not compelling
in this regard, minor element diffusion rates in olivine are
probably similar to or less than Mg-Fe diffusion (e.g., Jure-
wicz and Watson, 1988). Thus, we are confident that in this
sample most grains larger than 100 /_m, and probably all
those larger than 50 #m, have preserved primary, relict com-
positions for the elements analyzed.
The composition of groundmass plagioclases in 72435 is
widely varied, from Ab5 _s according to Dymek et al.
(1976). Other Serenitatis melt breccia samples appear to be
similar (e.g.+ Simonds, 19751. Thus, continuous equilibra-
tion of groundmass plagioclases with melt did not occur;
diffusion of elements in plagioclases is much slower than it
is in mafic phases. This suggests that plagioclase fragments
did not equilibrate with the melt either. We did not analyze
plagioclase fragments in 72435, but analyses across bound-
aries of plagioclase fragments in our other samples show
little or no evidence of reaction with the melt; in nearly all
cases a distinct boundary separates a homogenous interior
from a distinct overgrowth rim or other groundmass phases
(Fig. 5). We did not analyze very small grains or obvious
groundmass grains. Thus, we are confident that nearly all
our analyses are of relict, unchanged plagioclase fragments
that reflect the primary mineral compositions of target rocks
prior to the Serenitatis event+
7. OLIVINE MINERAL FRAGMENTS IN
SERENITATIS MELT BRECCIAS
Our data for olivine mineral fragments and comparative
data are presented in Figs. 6-9, with representative analyses
as Table 1. There is a wide range of compositions for the
major elements, from Fog+ to Fo++7, much as shown in other
studies of these melt breccias (Dymek et al., 1976). How-
ever, the range is slightly wider at both extremes than pre-
viously reported. There is also a wide range in minor element
abundances, and except for MnO (not shown), there is no
simple binary correlation of minor with major element abun-
dances. The consistent Mn/Fe ratio shows that all of these
olivines are consistent with a lunar origin, that is, there are
no meteoritic relics. The high Cr content of most olivines is
also consistent with a lunar origin.
The composition of groundmass olivine in these melt brec-
cia samples is about Fo++ 72 (e.g., Simonds 1975; Dymek et
al., 1976; Chao et al., 1975). Our own analyses show a
cluster of compositions about Fo+s 72 (e.g., 77115, Fig. 6).
Some fragmental grains are as Fe-rich as this, but none are
more Fe-rich.
Table 3. Representative analyses of plagloclase fragments in wt. %.
Section 76035,27 76295,81 76035,27 76315,10 76035,27 76295,81 76295,81 76035,27 76295,81
Point 77 26 25 17 27 27 35
SIO2 43.4 44.6 44.1 45.4 45.5 46.2 46.5
AI203 36.8 36.2 35.0 35.8 34.4 35.1 34.5
FeO 0.124 0.179 0.070 0.140 0.092 0.164 0.151
MgO 0.036 0.050 0.128 0.090 0.123 0.033 0.104
CaO 20.3 19.1 19.1 18.6 18.2 17.8 17.6
Na20 0.310 0.600 0.690 0.850 1.061 1.180 1.290
KzO 0.00_ 0.060 0.062 0.060 0.047 0.160 0.140
Sum 100.9 100.8 99.1 100.8 99.6 100.7 100.4
An tool % 97.3 94.3 93.5 92.0 90.2 88.5 87.6
Ab tool % 2.7 5.4 6.1 7.6 9.5 10.6 11.6
Or tool % 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.8
76315,10 76315,10 76295,81
91 36 8 i 6 34
46.0 47.3 48.2 48.7 50.9
34.6 34.4 33.3 33.0 31.5
0.158 0.144 0.150 0.120 0.223
0.040 0.066 0.120 0.090 0.092
17.7 17.3 16.2 15.8 14.5
1.340 1.510 1.800 1.640 2.450
0.107 0.230 0.460 1.000 0.990
99.9 101.0 100.3 100.3 100.7
87.4 85.2 81.0 79.1 72.1
12.0 13.5 16.3 14.9 22.0
0.6 1.4 2.7 6.0 5.9
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Fig. 6. Abundances of minor elements vs. forsterite content for olivine fragments in thin section 77115, 55. Varied
symbols represent different grain sizes.
There are some differences in the analyzed olivine sample
populations among rock samples, even for major elements
(Figs. 6-9). These could result from inadequate surveying
(i.e., the differences might disappear if a larger number of
olivines from each sample were analyzed); from real differ-
ences in the actual populations in each rock representing
differences among rocks in the pick-up zone; or possibly
from differential dissolutions related to post-impact thermal
histories. The two serial thin sections of 72435 show similar
sample populations (Fig. 7), which have major element
ranges similar to that reported from this rock by Dymek et
al. (1976), though not extending to quite such magnesian
compositions. The conspicuous abundance of Fe-rich olivine
we found in 76295 similarly appears in the data of Phinney
( 1981 ). This suggests that our surveying is adequate to at
least represent the thin section scale and probably the hand
sample scale. Differences were found in plagioclase frag-
ment populations among samples from our test example of
the Mistastin Lake structure (McCormick et al., 1989), al-
though admittedly those samples were from comparatively
widespread locations in that melt. We can see no reasonable
way that differential dissolution could produce the observed
differences, for instance the preferential preservation of a
group of high Mg-Ca-Cr-AI olivines in 76035 and the com-
plete lack of Mg-olivines in 76295. We infer that the frag-
ment populations sampled in thin sections represent differ-
ences in the fragment populations in the breccias at the scale
of at least a few centimeters. Stockstill and Ryder (1995)
found small but significant differences in bulk chemical corn-
position among Serenitatis melt breccia samples that reflect
differences among both fragment populations and melt com-
positions.
About half of the olivine fragments have compositions
generally similar to the ranges of those in known lunar Mg-
suite rocks, a loose grouping of rocks that are certainly not
all consanguinous. Possible source rocks with appropriate
mineral compositions would include troctolites such as
76535, spinel-bearing troctolites from 15445, dunite 72415,
olivine-norites such as a fragment in 15306, and feldspathic
lherzolite 67667 (Bersch et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1980).
However, the other half of the olivine fragment population
is unlike those in any known lunar rock types.
At a given Fo content, the CaO contents of all the olivine
fragments are lower than those in olivines in basalts typically
extruded on both Earth and the Moon, generally higher than
those in terrestrial plutonic rocks such as in the Bushveld
and Stillwater intrusions, and similar to those in shallow
intrusions such as Rhum (Fig. 8). Such CaO contents ( _0.1
wt%) are similar to those derived from hot terrestrial mantle,
such as the San Carlos olivines (e.g., Baker et al., 1996),
but are also found in dunite 72415/7 which has zoned oliv-
ines and is extremely unlikely to be a mantle sample ( Ryder,
1992a). This more extensive dataset remains consistent with
the conclusion of Ryder (1984a) that most of the olivine
fragments in the Serenitatatis poikilitic melt breccias are
derived from fairly rapidly cooled, presumably hypabyssal,
intrusions; others are deeper plutonic. None apparently repre-
sent the lunar mantle.
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Figure 7. Abundances of minor elements vs. forsterite content for
olivine fragments in two thin sections of 72435. Different symbols
represent different symbols and institute where analysis was per-
formed. JSC = Johnson Space Center.
Two broad compositional types of olivine in these Sereni-
tatis melt breccias are particularly distinct from those in
known lunar rocks. One is forsteritic (F087 94) with compara-
tively high abundances of CaO, Cr203, and AI20_, but not
TiO2. These olivines are particularly common in sample
76035. Some of them have CaO contents as high as those
in lunar and terrestrial volcanic rocks (more than 0.25 wt%).
They have prominently high Cr203 and A1203 abundances,
apparently matched only by olivines in terrestrial komatiites
(the database for Cr203, TiO2, and A1203 in olivines for
most terrestrial volcanic rocks is rather poor, but see Baker
et al., 1996 for data for Hawaiian basalts). They might repre-
sent some form of early magnesian volcanic activity on an
early Moon with a hot mantle, analogous to terrestrial komat-
iites. Not all of the magnesian olivines have these high minor
element abundances; some seem more consistent with troc-
tolites such as the undisputed plutonic, and re-equilibrated,
sample 76535 (Gooley et al., 1974; Dymek et al., 1975), or
the spinel troctolite fragment in 15445 (Ridley et al., 1973).
The significance of lithologies with mg* as high as 94 will
be discussed in a subsequent section.
The other distinctive olivine type is Fe-rich (Fo68 75) and
tending to high abundances of CaO, TiO2, and A1203, but
not Cr203. The Fe-rich olivine fragments, if they have not
been produced by melt reaction (and some are more than
300 #m across, e.g., in Fig. 6), represent yet another variety
whose CaO abundances suggest cooling rates marginally
faster than typical plutonic rocks. Some of these might repre-
sent ancient mare basalt volcanism, but their range of major
element variation is much smaller than olivines in typical
mare basalts (though perhaps biased by resorption ). Further,
mare basalts such as the Apollo 15 and the Apollo 12 olivine-
normative basalts typically have higher Cr20_ (0.2-0.5
wt%) than do these olivines, and NiO in many of them
would be detectable under our analytical conditions. Few in
any case have CaO as high as those in mare basalts; some
have CaO almost as low as those in plutonic rocks, though
none as low as those in ferroan anorthosites. Thus, a different
type of rock, perhaps hypabyssal, must be hypothesized as
the source of these fragments. Their Fo contents are within
the range needed for or at least permissible as part of a Low-
K Fra Mauro basalt source (see subsequent section). At a
given Fo content, the range of CaO may represent a range
of cooling rates or equilibration temperatures.
On the basis of the range of major element and minor
element abundances, mare basalt olivines appear to be absent
from the olivine fragment populations of the Serenitatis melt
breccias, e.g, Fig. 8a,d. Fragments consistent with ferroan
anorthosite, including relatively mafic varieties such as
60025, 62236, and 62237, are also missing. Ferroan anortho-
site olivines have particularly low CaO abundances (Fig. 8)
as well as low abundances of AI, Ti, and Cr (Figs. 8, 9).
However, they also have Fe abundances greater than those
in the Serenitatis melt breccias, and if this is a resorption/
preservation effect, then such olivines might not be present
in a melt breccia even if they were in the pick-up zone.
Nonetheless, some olivines more Fe-rich than the ground-
mass olivines are present, and some large grains might be
expected to survive resorption in these fine-grained rocks.
Thus we interpret the absence of Fe-rich, Ca-poor olivines
as evidence that ferroan anorthosites containing significant
olivine were at most a minor part of the excavation zone for
the Serenitatis impact.
It is not possible to entirely rule out crystalline impact
melts or feldspathic granulites as contributors to the olivine
fragment population on the grounds of composition alone.
However, the generally low CaO contents of the olivine
fragments strongly suggests that any contributing impact
melts must have been fairly slowly cooled varieties such as
have so far not been found in the lunar sample collection,
and that rapidly-cooled varieties must be no more than a
minor contributor. Furthermore, fragments of crystalline im-
pact melts of any grain size are not found as lithic fragments
within the Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccias. Olivines in
known feldspathic granulites are almost all very small, even
in the coarse-grained, poikilitic (or poikiloblastic) varieties
in which they are rare. Thus we conclude that the olivine
fragments are dominantly derived from a suite of rocks that
is at least partly similar to the known Mg-suite, but which
also includes highlands rocks that have characteristics unlike
either the known Mg-suite or the ferroan anorthositic suite.
8. PYROXENE MINERAL FRAGMENTS IN
SERENITATIS MELT BRECCIAS
Our data for pyroxene fragments and comparative data
are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11, with representative anal-
yses as Table 2. The pyroxenes have diverse compositions
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Fig. 8. CaO and Cr203 vs. forsterite content for olivine fragments larger than 50 ,um in Serenitatis melt breccias
and other olivine samples. For comparative lunar fields, ferroan anorthosites are heavy shade and Mg-suite troctolites
and norites are light shade; other fields are unshaded. In (c) and (f), olivine standards analyzed for comparison are
Marjalahti pallasite (m, marj ), Springwater pallasite (s, springw/), San Carlos (c, san carl), and a forsterite (f, forst).
For terrestrial fields shown in (c) and (f), individual analyses are also shown: v, volcanics; h, hypabyssal; and p,
plutonics.
(Fig. 10) that must represent a variety of sources. There are
almost as many fragments of high-Ca pyroxene as of low-
Ca pyroxene, suggesting that gabbroic sources contribute in
a greater proportion than is represented by the pristine igne-
ous rock suite. 76295 also appears to have as much pyroxene
as it does olivine, unlike the other samples; the olivine/
pyroxene fragment ratio in 76295 is 0.85, and in 76315 is
5.2. (Despite its fragment population differences, the bulk
chemical composition of 76295 is little different from that
of 76315 except for its higher abundance of incompatible
elements and TiO2; G. Ryder and K. Stockstill, unpubl.
data ). According to Chao et al. ( 1975 ), the fragmental oliv-
ine/pyroxene ratio for 77115 is about 2.
Most of the pyroxene fragments in the Apollo 17 Sereni-
tatis melt breccias have major element compositions consis-
tent with a range of Mg-suite norites and gabbros, the domi-
nant pyroxene-bearers among the known pristine highlands
igneous rocks (Fig. 10). A few are similar to those in troctol-
ites which contain less pyroxene. Our pyroxene fragment
population does not include any as Fe-rich as those in quartz
monzodiorite-like rocks or some of the more Fe-rich gab-
broic rocks. This absence could be a selective resorption
effect. (Such resorption would have occurred at superliq-
uidus temperatures, not during subliquidus cooling, crystalli-
zation, and re-equilibration; Simonds, 1975.) The lack of
low-Ca pyroxenes similar to those from ferroan anorthosites
(Enso_70Wo<3) cannot have the same explanation, because
other pyroxenes as Fe-rich as that, but with higher Ca, are
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Fig. 9. TiO2 and A1203vs. forsterite content for olivine fragments larger than 50 ,urn in Serenitatis meh breccias
and other olivine samples. Symbols and shading as in Fig. 8.
present. While it is not surprising that pyroxenes from rocks
that have little pyroxene in them are not well-represented
( such as troctolites and anorthosites), their lack does demon-
strate that such lithologies either are poorly represented in
the target or were not interlayered with corresponding pyrox-
ene-cumulates such as is common in terrestrial intrusions.
Ferroan noritic anorthosites such as those found in 67215
and 67016 (McGee, 1988; Norman et al., 1995) are espe-
cially ruled out. It is apparent from the rarity of pyroxenes
with intermediate-Ca contents that pyroxene-bearing volca-
nic rocks such as mare basalts or more-magnesian volcanic
rocks contribute little or nothing to the population.
The low-Ca and high-Ca pyroxene fragments have minor
element contents (Fig. 1 l ) partly similar to those in known
Mg-suite gabbros and norites, but about half are conspicu-
ously higher in Ti and AI and a little lower in Cr than
pyroxenes from known pristine rocks (Fig. 11 ). The minor
elements also rule out ferroan anorthosite as a significant
contributor of pyroxene fragments. The abundance of high-
Ca pyroxene fragments together with their tendency toward
unusual compositions suggests the presence of poorly sam-
pled gabbroic lithologies in the target. That gabbroic rocks
may be more abundant in the lunar highlands than is apparent
in the sample collection has also been suggested from remote
sensing studies (Lucey and Hawke, 1988). The abundance
of high-Ca pyroxene combined with the presence of rela-
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Fig. 10. Quadrilateral diagram for pyroxene compositions (a)
fragments in Serenitatis melt breccias and (b) representative pyrox-
enes in comparative lunar igneous rocks. Ferroan anorthosites and
Mg-suite norites and troctolites fields shaded as in Fig. 8.
tively Fe-rich olivine and pyroxene compositions suggest
the presence of one or more evolved olivine-gabbronorite
lithologies with overall characteristics similar to lherzolite
67667 (Warren and Wasson, 1978), but with distinct minor
element abundances in the mafic phases.
While rapidly cooled crystalline impact melts can be ruled
out as a source of pyroxene on the basis of both major and
minor element data, as with olivine it is less easy to rule out
a contribution from coarse-grained impact melts. Again, the
lack of any lithic fragment of such crystalline melt in these
rocks is circumstantial evidence that they do not contribute
significantly to the pyroxene fragment population. Feld-
spathic granulites, particularly the coarser poikilitic (or poi-
kiloblastic) varieties, cannot be discounted completely on
compositional grounds and do contribute to the lithic frag-
ment population.
9. PLAGIOCLASE MINERAL FRAGMENTS IN
SERENITATIS MELT BRECCIAS
Our data for plagioclase mineral fragments and compara-
tive lunar data are presented in Figs. 12 and 13, with repre-
sentative analyses as Table 3. We do not show comparative
terrestrial data because the differences in the Na content and
the dominance of Fe 3+ in the terrestrial plagioclases (Longhi
et al., 1976) render such comparisons difficult to interpret,
if not meaningless. There are much fewer data for 15445
and 15455 plagioclases (Spudis et al., 1991) than for the
Serenitatis melt breccia plagioclases and so we plot them on
the same diagrams.
The compositions of plagioclase fragments vary widely
for both major and minor element contents. The plagioclases
have a much more continuous variation than do the olivine
fragments, but there is no simple correlation between minor
and major elements. There is a very obvious greater popula-
tion density in the range Ab2_7 than at other compositions.
We detect no significant differences in plagioclase popula-
tions among the different rocks; differences occur only in
the sparsely populated sodic plagioclase fields. The data of
Dymek et al. (1976) for plagioclase fragments in the Boulder
2 samples show a similar distribution.
The compositions for plagioclase fragments are generally
consistent with those of Mg-suite rocks, at least for those
less sodic than Ab15. While many fragments in the densely-
populated area appear to be consistent with a ferroan anor-
thosite origin on the basis of FeO and MgO (Fig. 12) con-
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Fig. 11. Minor elements (a) TiO: (b) Cr20, and (c) AI20_ vs.
enstatite content for pyroxene fragments in Serenitatis melt breccias,
with fields for comparative lunar igneous rocks, qmds = quartz
monzodiorites. Ferroan anorlhosites and Mg-suite norites and troc-
tolites fields shaded as in Fig. 8.
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tents, the K20 contents are generally higher and more consis-
tent with an Mg-suite origin (Fig. 13). However, the range
extends outside that of such rocks so far analyzed. A very
few have low enough KzO contents that a ferroan anorthosite
origin appears more likely, though not absolutely required.
(The affinity of these grains could be resolved with analysis
of other trace elements using different methods). Similarly,
mare basalt plagioclases contain too much Fe to be appro-
priate sources for all but a few of the plagioclase fragments
in the Serenitatis melt breccias. Typical KREEP volcanic
plagioclases also have fields for FeO and MgO that are only
sparsely populated by the Serenitatis plagioclase fragments.
The minor element fields for plagioclase in alkali anortho-
sites are not well known. Crystalline impact melts have pla-
gioclases which fall in the wide general range of composi-
tions as Mg-suite, KREEP, and mare basalts for FeO, but
reliable analyses for MgO and KzO are sparse and reliable
comparisons cannot be made. Similarly, data on minor ele-
ments for feldspathic granulites are sparse, and at least some
of which are coarse-grained enough to be, in principle, con-
tributors to the plagioclase population of the Serenitatis melt
breccias. We cannot rule them out as significant contributors
to the plagioclase fragment populations.
Many of the sodic plagioclases (Ab>js) fall in the major
element field of those in quartz monzodiorites, but the latter
have extremely low MgO contents well outside the range of
the Serenitatis fragments. Thus, the plagioclase data are in
agreement with the pyroxene data in that rocks like known
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quartz monzodiorites are not significant constituents of these
breccias. It would appear most likely that these sodic plagio-
clases come from rocks that are an extension of the Mg-
suite range into other more evolved rocks, more like sodic
ferrogabbros or 67667 or possibly alkali anorthosites, and
not like known KREEP or quartz monzodioritic rocks.
10. COMPARISON WITH FRAGMENTS IN 15445 and
15455 (IMBRIUM?) MELT BRECCIAS
Spudis et al. ( 1991 ) concluded that the sources of olivine
fragments in the 15445 and 15455 low-K Fra Mauro melt
breccias were dominated by a variety of Mg-suite rocks, but
included rocks outside the known suite. As for the Serenitatis
melt breccias, the olivine fragments in the possible lmbrium
melt breccias represent mainly plutonic and hypabyssai lith-
ologies, but some of those with highest CaO contents might
represent volcanic rocks. Both ferroan anorthosites and mare
basalts were inferred to be absent or rare. However, in detail
the populations of the Serenitatis melt breccias differ from
those of their Apollo 15 counterparts, including a wider
range of major element compositions (Figs. 8, 9, and Ryder
and Bower, 1977; Reid et al., 1977).
The olivine population in the Apollo 15 breccias is shifted
heavily towards magnesian olivines, reflecting a greater pre-
ponderance of more magnesian rocks in the pick-up zone.
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Someof theseApollo15magnesianolivinesaredistinct
fromthoseintheSerenitatismeltbreccias;manyhavevery
lowCaOcontentsconsistentwi hmorespineltroctolitesuch
asexistsaslithicfragmentsin 15445butnotintheSereni-
tatismeltbreccias.FewoftheApollo15olivinesarelike
thedistincthighFo,highCaO-CrzO3-A1203olivinesthat
characterize76035,thoughsomehavehighCr203,andoth-
ershavehighA1203contents.Someoftheolivinesin the
Apollo15brecciasrealsorathermoreFe-richthanany
in theSerenitatisbreccias.Althought iscouldreflectless
resorptionin theevenfiner-grainedApollo15melts,these
mightrepresentlithictypesnotevenpresenti theSerenitatis
pick-upzone.TheyaresparseandmightrepresentFe-rich
relativesorextensionsoftheMg-suiterocks,orFe-richrocks
of completelydifferentorigin;theyarenotconsistentwith
ferroananorthositeorigins.Whilesomecouldreflectmare
basaltorigins,thisseemsunlikelygiventhelackofpyroxene
fragmentsfrommarebasalts(below).
GiventhedifferencesamongtheSerenitatissamples,
somecautionisnecessaryin inferringthattheApollo17-
Apollo15differencesareoffundamentalsignificance.How-
ever,becausebothof theApollo15meltbrecciasamples
arealsomoremagnesiannbulkchemistrythantheApollo
17Serenitatismeltbreccias(about16wt%MgOincontrast
withabout13wt%MgO)thenthefragmentpopulationdif-
ferenceisprobablymeaningful.Thefragmentpopulationf
theApollo15meltbrecciasisprobablynotinitselfadequate
toproducethebulkchemicaldifferencefromtheApollo17
Serenitatismeltbreccias(whichalsohavehigherabun-
dancesofincompatiblee ments).Thusit islikelythatboth
themeltsources(i.e.,groundzero)andthepick-uporexca-
vatedzoneswerecompositionallydistinct,withtheApollo
15meltbrecciasbeingderivedfromatargetthatwasgener-
allymoremagnesianthanthatoftheSerenitatismeltbrec-
cias.
Wehaveverylittledataforpyroxenefragmentsin15445
and15455(Spudisetal.,t991), andmuchofthatappears
tobebiasedtowardsthecontributionfmineraldebrisde-
rivedfroma singlelargeanorthositicnoritefragmentin
15455.Thuswehavelittlebasisforcomparison,exceptto
repeatthattheseApollo15samplesalsoappearto have
pyroxenesmorecompatiblewithanorigininMg-suitenor-
itesandgabbros,whereaspyroxenesfromferroananortho-
sites,marebasalts,KREEPbasalts,orevolvedlithologies
suchasquartzmonzodioritesareabsent.
Fewdataareavailableforminorelementsinplagioclases
in15445and15455(Spudisetal.,1991).Theoveralldistri-
butionissimilartothatfortheApollo17Serenitatismelt
breccias,includingthehigherpopulationdensityintherange
Ab2_7(Figs.12,13).Thusbothbrecciasuitesareconsistent
withgenerallysimilarsourcerocks,withmostplagioclases
fromMg-suiterocks,andevolvedsodic,gabbroicvarieties
ofthem(notnecessarilyelatedtoknownvarieties).There
isa lackorextremerarityofbothferroananorthositeand
marebasaltplagioclasesinbothsuites.AclusteratAb27_28,
whichareanalysesofasingle400#mdiameterzonedgrain
intheApollo15samples,isnotderivedfromquartzmonzod-
iorite,asthisplagioclasegraincontainssubstantiallymore
MgOandK20thanquartzmonzodioriteplagioclases(Figs
12,13).It ismorelikethatofplagioclasefromsodicferro-
gabbroandissimilartothatof thefewmostsodicplagio-
clasesintheSerenitatismeltbreccias.
11. IGNEOUS LITHIC FRAGMENTS IN THE
SERENITATIS MELT BRECCIAS
All of the pristine igneous rocks that occur as lithic frag-
ments within the Serenitatis melt breccias are members of the
diverse and nonconsanguinous Mg-suite. Some were large
enough to be observed and sampled individually, such as
the dunite in the boulder represented by melt breccia 72435
(Dymek et al., 1975) and the norite in the Station 7 boulder
(Chao et al., 1976). Some of the individual plutonic rock
samples from Apollo 17 are similar to fragments in the boul-
ders and may have once been in the Serenitatis melt (e.g.,
troctolites 76535 and 76536, which were collected adjacent
to the Station 6 boulders). Most of the large igneous frag-
ments are norites and troctolites; the dunite 72415 as a hand-
sample is unique in the lunar collection. Spinel-bearing troc-
tolites, gabbros, granites, and basalts are present in the melt
breccias, but are much less common than norites and troctol-
ites, and they occur only as small fragments observed in
handsamples or thin sections (e.g., Dymek et al., 1976; War-
ner et al., 1976).
No sample of ferroan anorthosite has been observed in the
Serenitatis melt breccias. Samples described as anorthositic
(e.g., Dymek et al., 1976) are feldspathic granulites, which
are metamorphosed breccias (Cushing et al., 1997). Our
observations of many thin sections as well as our interpreta-
tion of published reports show that feldspathic granulites are
actually the most common lithic fragments in the Serenitatis
melt breccias, at least in number; at least some of them are
from large fragments observed and individually sampled on
the Moon (e.g., 76235). Most of them are fine-grained (less
than 100 _zm), and at least a few are poikilitic.
The mineral fragments in the Serenitatis melt breccias
come from a population of rock types that is similar to but
more diverse than that represented by the lithic fragments.
Because of their fine grain sizes, it is unlikely that the granu-
lites contribute significantly to the population of mafic min-
eral fragments, except perhaps in the smallest fragment sizes.
They might be a more significant contributor to the plagio-
clase fragment population. By the very nature of our study
we cannot directly observe the relationships among the three
different mineral phases we analyzed as fragments, e.g., we
cannot observe whether a particular olivine is from a dunite,
a troctolite, or an olivine-norite, nor what pyroxene or plagio-
clase composition it might have coexisted with. Such rela-
tionships might be deduced with a study of the minor ele-
ments in mineral phases in the small lithic fragments; pub-
lished descriptions and data are inadequate. Nonetheless, we
suppose that most of the mafic mineral fragments coexisted
in their source rocks with plagioclases, because within these
melt breccias bona fide dunites are rare among even small
lithic fragments, and pyroxenites are absent.
12. IMPLICATIONS FOR CRUSTAL COMPOSITION
AND THE DYNAMICS OF BASIN FORMATION
12.1. Components in the Serenitatis Melt
The bulk rock major and minor element compositions of
the Serenitatis melt breccias are approximated by samples
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from other sites. This particular composition has been found
only as meteorite-contaminated, fragment-bearing, impact
melt samples, i.e., as mixtures, not as igneous rocks. The
term, low-K Fra Mauro basalt, was first used for a cluster
of compositions of impact glass particles from the Apollo
15 landing site (Reid et al., 1972) that are similar in compo-
sition to basaltic impact glasses and breccias found in (or
on) the Fra Mauro Formation at the Apollo 14 landings site,
but with less K ( <0.2 wt% K20) and lower abundances of
other incompatible elements. The name of low-K Fra Mauro
was gradually extended in use to a slightly wider range of
compositions, and many melt breccias containing 17-20
wt% A1203 at the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 sites, but with K20
up to 0.4 wt%, were included in this category (e.g., Vaniman
and Papike, 1980). While a broad group, it is made up
of subgroups with analytically distinguishable compositions
(e.g., Ryder and Spudis, 1987; Korotev, 1994), one of which
is the Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccia composition.
The bulk chemical composition of the low-K Fra Mauro
melts cannot be derived from a mixture of the lithic frag-
ments that the samples contain (Ryder, 1979). Furthermore,
when numerically modeled as a mixture of any known lunar
igneous rocks, there is always one or more cryptic (missing)
components rich in highly incompatible elements such as
the rare earth and also transition metals (e.g., Ti, Sc). This
is in marked contrast with the impact melt sheets in terrestrial
craters, where the major and trace element compositions of
most impact melt rocks can be very satisfactorily modeled
as mixtures of the surrounding country rocks (e.g., Grieve,
1975; Grieve and Floran, 1978 ). One objective of the present
study was to search for mineral fragments that could be
derived from the cryptic components. The positive correla-
tion between rare earth elements and Ti contents within the
Serenitatis melts (Stockstill and Ryder, 1995) suggests one
(or similar, if more than one) component rich in both rare
earth and transition elements. Thus, the cryptic component
might be characterized by olivines and pyroxenes with
higher Ti and Cr contents, and plagioclases with higher Na
contents, than their counterparts in known pristine highland
rocks.
We illustrate the discrepancy between fragments and melt
compositions in Fig. 14. We modelled the composition of
melt breccias 76295 and 76315 in two ways. First, we simply
averaged all our mineral analyses from both of these brec-
cias. This is a reasonable approximation of the bulk fragment
population, because we tried to analyze nearly every grain
in those two rocks, and the grain size of these fragments is
fairly uniform. The data show that the fragments are enriched
in plagioclase relative to the whole rock, the fragments have
an overall higher mg* [100 x Mg/(Mg/Fe) atomic] than
the whole rock, and there is a strong deficiency in Ti, the
alkalies, and P contents (and, one can reasonably infer, also
a deficiency in the rare earth and other incompatible ele-
ments) in the fragments. Second, we mixed the fragments
in proportions corresponding to the whole rock norm. As
expected, this improves the fit somewhat (Fig. 14), but the
fragments still have higher mg* and a deficiency in Ti, alka-
lies, and P contents. While oxide and phosphate minerals in
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thetargetcanbeexpectedtosupplysomeoftheselements
to theimpactmelts,wehavenotrecognizedindisputable
fragmentsof suchphasesintheserocks.
Ourmicroprobedata(Figs.6-13)indicatehatsomemin-
eralfragmentsarederivedfromgabbroicrocks.Thefew
gabbrosamongpristinerocksarecharacterizedbysodicpla-
gioclase,high-CapyroxeneswitharangeinTiO2,Cr203,
andA1203contents,andrelativelyFeO-richolivines.They
areatleastgenerallysuitableascandidatesforcontributing
tothecrypticomponent.Manyofthepyroxenefragments
in theSerenitatismeltsarefromsimilargabbros,andthe
high-Capyroxenest ndtobeatthehigh-Tiandhigh-AIend
oftherangefoundinthesegabbros.Infact,severalpyroxene
fragmentscontainmoreTiO2andA1203thanreportedfor
pyroxenesinpristinegabbros.Inaddition,somelow-Capy-
roxenefragmentswithcompositionslikethosein iron-rich
norites(aboutEnTo)containsignificantlymoreTiO2than
low-Capyroxenesin pristinenorites(Fig.11),although
Cr203doesnotappeartobesimilarlyenriched.Wesuggest
thatsodicgabbronoritesmaybeoneofthecomponentspres-
ent,mainlyincrypticform,in thepoikiliticmeltbreccias.
Totesthissuggestionmorequantitatively,wehavexam-
inedthepossibilityhatsodicferrogabbrosuchasthatin
breccia67915couldrepresentasignificantcomponentinthe
meltphaseoftheSerenitatisbreccias.Wechosethisrock
becauseitscompositionisreasonablywellestablishedand
it containsthemostTiO2ofallthegabbronorites(Martiet
al.,1983).Adding25%sodicferrogabbrotothemineral
fragmentsin76015and76315producesagoodfit forTi,
mg*,andNainthebulkbreccia,butK,P,andpresumably
otherhighlyincompatibletracelementssuchasrare-earth
elementsremaintoolow.Additionofonlyabout0.5%ofa
whitlockiteorapatitewouldprovidethenecessaryPand
probablyrareearthelements,butnotK.
Wassonetal.(1977)triedtoderivethecompositionofthe
missingcomponenta dproducedahypotheticalomponent,
abbreviatedSCCRV(forSc,Cr,andV).Thecompositionof
SCCRVissimilartogabbro-norite(orfeldspathiclherzolite)
67667(WarrenandWasson,1979).However,67667itself
is incapableof providingtheincompatibleel mentsthat
characterizeth Low-KFraMaurocomposition.Othergab-
bros,suchasthatin73155(Ryder,1992bandunpubl,chem-
icaldata)maybemorepromising,butthechemicaldata
baseforthesmall,sparsegabbrosthatexistintheSerenitatis
meltbrecciasispoor.Weconcludethatacomponentwi ha
compositionsimilartothesodicferrogabbroisanimportant
ingredienti theSerenitatismelts,providingthenecessary
transitionelements.Anothercomponent(s)i requiredto
providetheP,K,andrareearthelements.Asnotedin a
previoussection,gabbronoritesmaybemuchmoreabundant
ontheMoonthanisapparentfromthelunarsamplecollec-
tion(LuceyandHawke,1988).Similarly,typesof sodic
ferrogabbrowererequiredamongthechemicalcomponents
ofimpactmeltfromtheApollo16landingsite(Lindstrom
andSalpas,1983;St6ffleretal.,1985),butsolutionsare
notparticularlysatisfactory,suggestingmorecomplexmix-
turesoradifferentferrogabbroiclithology.
A vitalyetunansweredquestioniswhythelow-KFra
Maurocomponent,orcomponents,areessentiallyalways
cryptic,representedatbestbysparsesmallmineralfrag-
mentsandevensparserlithicfragments.
12.2. Implications of Very Magnesian OUvines (Fos7-94)
A prominent group of magnesian olivines (Fo87_94) is
present in both the Serenitatis and Imbrium melts. The rarity
of similarly magnesian pyroxenes suggest that these olivines
are derived from either dunites or troctolites, or their volca-
nic equivalents, rather than from harzburgites or olivine-
norites. Plagioclase fragments with compositions most con-
sistent with derivation from troctolites (An>94) are common
in the melt breccias (Figs. 12,13), so it is reasonable to
assume that at least many of these olivines are also from
troctolites, rather than from dunites. We cannot unambigu-
ously rule out the possibility that the magnesian olivines in
the Serentatis melts are either dunites or fragments of the
lunar mantle, but we assume in the lollowing discussion
that the magnesian olivines come from troctolites or their
volcanic equivalents. This is especially reasonable for brec-
cias which have high olivine/pyroxene ratios (e.g., 76315;
Norman et al., 1992) and also carry abundant fragments of
plagioclase.
Hess (1994) has discussed the significance of the high
mg* of lunar troctolites, which ranges from 86 to 92, and
pointed out the difficulties in current models of their petro-
genesis. Our data shows that the mg* range extends up to
at least 94, exacerbating the petrogenetic problems outlined
by Hess (1994). One basic problem in understanding the
petrogenesis of such troctolites is that the rocks formed from
magmas saturated with plagioclase and olivine, yet highly
magnesian magmas, tend to precipitate olivine alone. To
reach plagioclase saturation, the magma must fractionate ol-
ivine, which decreases the mg* of the magma. To reach
plagioclase saturation with the mg* still in the range 90-
94, the source rock (primitive lunar mantle or magma ocean
cumulate) must have very high mg*, probably >94. Assimi-
lation of the ferroan anorthosite crust has been proposed to
raise the AI203 of the magmas to plagioclase saturation (e.g.,
Warren, 1986), but Hess (1994) argues compellingly that
this is either a very inefficient process (if it involved dissolu-
tion of ferroan anorthositic wallrock) or causes the mg*
of the magma to decrease substantially (if the assimilation
involved partial melting of the wallrock). Thus, it appears
that at least some portion of the lunar interior has an mg*
greater than the conventional bulk moon value of 80-84
(Jones and Delano, 1989; O'Neill, 1991 ), as argued by War-
ren (1986). This might be taken as consistent with a cumu-
late model for the lunar magma ocean, and suggesting a
magma ocean that was a near-total melt.
There is good evidence that the mare basalt source regions,
corresponding to the lunar mantle down to about 500 km,
have mg* of 75-84 (e.g., Mueller et al., 1988). Neverthe-
less, the lower mantle could have had higher mg*, and it is
possible that the magnesian ultramafic parent magmas for
troctolites formed by partial melting of the primitive deep
interior (Hess, 1994), perhaps caused by displacement and
pressure-release melting of the primitive interior by sinking
of dense late-stage cumulates from the magma ocean (Hess
and Parmentier, 1995). If so, it implies a primoridal compo-
sitional zonation in the Moon, with a deep interior more
magnesian than the shallower regions that melted to form
the magma ocean. Such a zonation might have been caused
by fractional condensation and heterogeneous accretion from
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ahotdebriscloudsurroundingtheEarth,if the Moon formed
as the result of a giant impact. The first condensates or
refractory residues remaining after the impact would be
greatly enriched in MgO, as we know from studies of the
thermodynamics of condensation in the solar nebula (e.g.,
Wood and Hashimoto, 1993) and from evaporation experi-
ments (Hashimoto et al., 1979); subsequent condensates
would be richer in Fee. Compositional variations caused
by partial volatilization (Raleigh fractionation) during the
heating event can be ruled out, however, by the uniformity
in magnesium and potassium isotopic compositions in lunar
and terrrestrial materials (Esat and Taylor, 1992; Humayun
and Clayton, 1995). An alternative, discussed by Hess
(1994) is reduction of Fee in troctolitic magmas to metallic
iron, thus raising mg*. This might also explain the low Ni
contents in the olivines of troctolites (Ryder, 1983). This
can be tested by analyzing Ni in the olivines with high mg*,
beyond the scope of the present study.
If the olivines with high mg* in the Serentatis melts are
samples of the lunar mantle or are from komatiitic lavas (not
saturated with plagioclase), the arguments of Hess (1994)
still apply to pristine troctolites, which have mg* up to 92.
However, the presence of very magnesian olivines in the
mantle does not by itself require that the Moon have a high
mg*. Olivines with mg* of 92-94 would crystallize from
magmas with mg * of 78-84 at < 20 kb (see Fig. 2 of Hess,
1994), consistent with crystallization in a magma ocean
formed by total melting of a moon with mg* of about 80-
84 (e.g., Taylor, 1982; Jones and Delano, 1989). Thus, if
the very magnesian olivines in the Serenitatis melt breccias
are derived from the mantle, they represent the first cumu-
lates from the lunar magma ocean. Such rocks have low
densities and would rise diapirically to form the upper mantle
of the Moon (e.g., Hess and Parmentier, 1995). However,
this explanation does not account for the association of ex-
tremely magnesian olivines with plagioclase in the lunar
troctolites. Nor does it immediately account for those high-
Mg olivines with high CaO, which quenched from a high
temperature.
12.3. Crustal Stratigraphy in the Serenitatis and
Imbrium Regions
The multiringed basins on the Moon provide access to the
subsurface levels of the crust, allowing us, in principle, to
determine the stratigraphy of the crust. The melt formed by
the explosion of hypervelocity impact provides information
about the deeper levels of the crust below the target point,
which is otherwise commonly inaccessible; what might be
left of it is buried beneath ejecta fallback, ejecta from subse-
quent impacts, and flooding by mare lavas at much later
times. The bulk chemical composition of the melt breccias
and the lithic and mineral fragments entrained in them pro-
vide information about rocks at the target and in near-target
areas.
Spudis (1993) synthesized the current understanding and
debate on the geology and the processes of formation of
multi-ringed basins. Knowledge about the production of im-
pact melts in basins is based on observational, experimental,
and theoretical considerations (e.g., Simonds et al., 1978;
Melosh, 1989; Cintala and Grieve, 1994; O'Keefe and Ah-
rens, 1994). The melt is created by shock heating at and
below the impact site, to a depth of perhaps tens of kilome-
ters (Fig. 2). It is initially superheated and thus of low
viscosity, and the turbulent mixing creates a homogeneous
melt. During the excavation phase the melt moves out, and
a planar sheet of it lines the transient cavity. Some melt
spills out and some is ejected along ballistic trajectories. As
the crater grows and the melt moves outwards, the melt
enounters and entrains cooler, lesser- or unshocked fragmen-
tal debris, ultimately from shallower levels. In a large basin-
forming event, horizontal movement of the melt is actually
upwards as well, because of the curvature of the Moon. The
fragments in the melt do not represent those rocks from the
immediate point at which the melt formed. Fragments also
react with the melt and can be resorbed by it and influence
its cooling (Simonds, 1975; Thornber and Huebner 1980;
Sanford and Huebner 1980). Those fragments that are im-
mersed in the melt at its most superheated are probably
closest to ground zero and would be the most shock-heated
fragments, prone to the greatest degree of resorption or reac-
tion with the melt. Those fragments picked up later are less
shock-heated and are less affected by the by-then cooler
melt.
Cratering dyamics theory suggests that the Serenitatis melt
was generated entirely within the lunar crust (Fig. 2). War-
ren et al. (1996) calculated (based on physical models) the
amount of mantle material in impact melts ejected during
the formation of lunar basins. For basins the size of Sereni-
tatis, their calculations predict that virtually no mantle mate-
rial should be incorporated, consistent with our observations
that essentially all fragments are derived from crustal rocks.
The few that could conceivably be from the mantle (the
olivine fragments with Fo of 90-94) are not abundant nor
likely to be from the mantle (see above). In addition, the
bulk breccia compositions are consistent with derivation en-
tirely from the crust.
It has been argued previously (Ryder and Wood, 1977;
Spudis, 1984; Spudis and Davis, 1986) that low-K Fra
Mauro impact melts represent the composition of the lower
crust, and that the entrained fragments were derived from
crustal material stratigraphically higher than the zone of
melting during basin formation. The main arguments for this
view are the likely association of the Apollo 15 and 17 low-
K Fra Mauro impact melt breccias with basin ejecta (Ryder
and Wood, 1977), and the direct correlation in basin ejecta
of noritic components with basin size (Spudis and Davis,
1986). Recent results from the Clementine mission are con-
sistent with this interpretation (Lucey et al., 1995; Spudis et
al., 1996). The floor of South Pole-Aitken basin, the largest
lunar basin (2500 km in diameter), might be a roughly
equal mixture of low-K Fra Mauro basalt and mantle rock.
According to physical models, the melt retained inside a
basin is produced from the greatest depths (e.g., Cintala and
Grieve, 1994), consistent with the South Pole-Aitken floor
being a mixture of the lower crust of low-K Fra Mauro
composition and the upper mantle (Lucey et ai., 1996), or
even without mantle (Lucey et al., 1995).
The Apollo 17 Serenitatis melt breccias, like the Apollo
15 black and white breccias we studied previously (Spudis
et al., 1991), contain only about 18 wt% A1203. That is
much lower than the average surface of the lunar highlands
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crust(SpudisandDavis,1986;Luceyetai.,1995),and
thesebrecciasreessentiallyanaluminousbasaltinchemical
composition.Thecompositionf thosemassifregoliths
least-contaminatedwi hmarebasalt(e.g.,regolithatStation
2with21wt%A1203,andregolithbreccia73131with22.6
wt%AI20_;KorotevandKremser,1992;Rhodesetal.,
1974)suggestthathemassifsarerathermorealuminousin
bulkcompositionthanaretheSerenitatismeltbreccias.The
massifsprobablycontainsubstantiallymoreplagioclasein
theformoffeldspathicgranulites,consistentwiththepres-
enceofgranulitesin thesoils(e.g.,Ryder,1981;Jolliffet
al.,1996),asindividualrockfragments(Warneret al.,
1977),andasfragmentswithintheSerenitatismeltbreccias(Dymeketal.,1976;SpudisandRyder,1981).TheApollo
17aphaniticmeltbreccias(e.g.,Boulder1,Station2)are
alsosomewhatmorealuminous(20-21%A1203)andcon-
tainabundantfeldspathicgranulitefragmentmaterial(Ryder
etal.,1975).Inaddition,ourunpublishedr sultsusingdata
fromtheClementineandGalileomissionsindicatehathe
massifssurroundingtheApollo17sitecontain8-10wt%
FeO,whichcorrespondsto20-22wt%A1203(seeFig.8.3
in Heikenetal.,1991).In fact,it isover200kmfrom
theApollol7sitebeforetheFeOdropsbelow6wt%,still
substantiallygreaterthanthefarsidehighlands.Thecompo-
sitionaldifferenceb tweentheSerenitatismeltbrecciasnd
theTaurus-Littrowmassifsshowsthathelatterarenotexca-
vatedfromthemeltzone:theyareeitherupliftedblocksof
pre-Serenitatismaterials,ortheyarederivedfromexcavated
materialthatwasstratigraphicallybovethemeltzone,or
closertotheTaurus-Littrowregionthanisthebasincenter,
orboth.Inanycase,thealuminouscompositionofthemas-
sifsdemonstratesaheterogeneityofthelunarcrustaround
theSerenitatisbasin.Quitepossiblythefeldspathicgranu-
liteswithintheSerenitatismeltbrecciaswerepickedupin
thisstratigraphicallyhigherzone,closertotheApollo17
site,whiletheMg-suiteigneousrocksandthemineralfrag-
mentsuchasweanalyzedwerederivedfromstratigraph-
icallydeepermaterialsthatwereoriginallymuchcloserto,
andcompositionallymoresimilarto,themeltzone.
AccordingtoWarrenetal.(1996),ejectafromtheIm-
briumbasinsimilarlywouldnotcontainsignificantamounts
ofmaterialderivedfromthemantle.Thisisconsistentwi h
ourpreviousinference(Spudisetal.,1991)thatfragments
in theApollo15blackandwhiterocks(strongcandidates
for Imbriumimpactmelt)areall derivedfromthelunar
crust.AssumingthatheApollo17meltbrecciasdescribed
hereareejectafromtheSerenitatiseventandthatheApollo
15 melt breccias described previously are ejecta from the
Imbrium event, our data are consistent with current physical
models depicting the provenance of materials ejected from
lunar basins.
The compositions of the Serenitatis melts, the nature of
the fragments in the breccias, and regional compositions
determined by remote sensing demonstrate that the lunar
crust in the vicinity of the Serenitatis basin is, or was, verti-
cally heterogeneous (Fig. 15). Rocks were formed at a vari-
ety of depths, or at least at a variety of cooling rates, and
many different parent magmas are required to account for
them. While surface flows are either absent or rare (with the
possible exception of a komatiite-like rock type), both Ca
in olivine and pyroxene exsolution suggest that very shallow,
or hypabyssal, intrusions appeared in the crust of this region
(Ryder, 1984a,1992a; McCallum and O'Brien, 1995, 1996;
O'Brien and McCallum, 1996). The deepest crust sampled
by the Serenitatis melt breccias, not necessarily the deepest
crust, is aluminous basalt in composition and apparently a
mixture of lithologies, including KREEP and gabbroic rocks
like the sodic ferrogabbro. These are overlain by Mg-suite
rocks, some of which are very slowly cooled plutonics,
whereas others are rather shallower according to inferred
cooling rates. Alternatively the more-rapidly cooled varieties
might be younger and intruded into older, colder crust rather
than shallower. It is clear that the lunar crust in this region
that includes the Serenitatis target area, probably extending
to the Imbrium target area, was built up by complex and
serial magmatism, not by a single crust-forming event.
Granulites, very common as lithic fragments but appar-
ently less abundant as a source of mineral fragments, are
more abundant near the surface. The thermal histories of
some granulites are consistent with their formation in the
uppermost kilometer of the Moon (Cushing et al., 1997).
Conspicuous by their absence in the Serenitatis melt are
ferroan anorthosites. They are present only as possible, per-
haps probable, components in some feldspathic granulites
(Lindstrom and Lindstrom, 1986). Although anorthosite
(presumed to be ferroan) is abundant in much of the lunar
highlands (Lucey et al., 1995; Peterson et al., 1996), ferroan
anorthosites are absent from the low-K Fra Mauro melt brec-
cias at Apollo 15 and 17 and rare in the vicinity of those
landing sites. Their scarcity in the Imbrium-Serenitatis re-
gion of the Moon may reflect heterogeneous accumulation
processes in the lunar magma ocean, or perhaps a large crust-
destroying impact near the end of magma ocean crystalliza-
tion. Whatever the cause, the low abundance of ferroan anor-
thosites in the Imbrium and Serenitatis regions of the Moon
is a major anomaly of lunar crustal geology. Indeed, the
absence of ferroan anorthosite in this region is suggestive
that they are not a major component of feldspathic granulites,
which are common, and leads to questions about the origin
of the feldspathic nature of such rocks.
13. CONCLUSIONS
Minor element abundances of mineral fragments provide
evidence for a variety of source contributors to the Serenitatis
melt breccias that were collected at the Apollo 17 landing
site. Mineral fragments were derived predominantly from
Mg-suite types of rock, but a significant contribution from
rocks unlike those currently recognized as pristine igneous
highlands rocks is also required to account for clinopyroxene
and olivine compositions. Gabbroic (i.e., those with signifi-
cant amounts of clinopyroxene) rocks were more abundant
in the target stratigraphy than is generally apparent among
lithic fragments in the Apollo sample collection. At best,
ferroan anorthosites make a minor contribution to even the
plagioclase fragment population of the Serenitatis melt brec-
cias, and mare basalts are similarly scarce or absent. Feld-
spathic granulites probably contribute to at least the plagio-
clase population, but older impact melts probably do not.
Some very magnesian olivines (up to and including Fo94)
are derived from previously unknown rocks and greatly ex-
acerbate the problem of high-mg* troctolites in the lunar
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Fig. 15. Inferred West-East schematic cross section for the lunar crust in the Serenitatis-Taurus region. The crust
consists of numerous overlapping plutons derived from independent intrusions of Mg-suite magmas at varied times
and crystallizing at varied depths (serial magmatism). More granulitic material exists towards the top, and KREEP-
bearing lithologies may be more common towards or at the base of the crust. Ferroan anorthosites are absent but may
become more common a few hundred kilometers to the east.
The mineral fragments cannot be mixed in their observed
proportions to produce the whole-rock compositions of the
Serenitatis melt breccias, which are representative of low-K
Fra Mauro basalt. A preferential contribution from a rock
similar to sodic ferrogabbro can at least partly resolve the
discrepancy. The chemical and mineral data suggest that in
the Serenitatis region, and extending to the Imbrium region,
the deepest crust sampled was aluminous basalt in composi-
tion and included gabbroic rocks like sodic ferrogabbro and
KREEP in some form. These were overlain by Mg-suite
troctolites, norites, and lesser gabbroic rocks, and the near-
surface stratigraphy was dominated by feldspathic granulites,
which probably dominate the Taurus-Littrow massifs. This
regional stratigraphic column contains negligible, if any, fer-
roan anorthosite. The mineral fragment populations attest to
a great variety of source rocks formed at varied depths from
different parent magmas. They are not derived from one
pluton, or even a small number of plutons, but a large number
of both deep and shallow intrusives. Serial magmatism was
the dominant mechanism of crustal construction in this par-
ticular region of the Moon that includes both the Serenitatis
and the Imbrium target areas.
While our study has contributed to the elucidation of the
nature of the crust in the Serenitatis-Imbrium region, we are
left with at least three tantalizing questions:
1 ) Why is the diagnostic KREEP and/or sodic ferrogab-
bro-like component of low-K Fra Mauro basalt melts always
cryptic or only represented by a minor amount of fragmental
material?
2) Why is ferroan anorthosite, otherwise considered a
fundamental component of the earliest lunar crust, absent
from this region?
3 ) What is the feldspathic contributor to feldspathic granu-
lites, which are common in the region, if ferroan anorthosite
is not present?
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